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Creative Space Grant Program Overview 
 
The Creative Space (CRSP) grant program supports the enhancement of San 
Francisco cultural facilities through Planning and Facility Improvement Grants. The 
category aims to improve existing arts facilities and develop new ones that will 
support the work of San Francisco’s arts organizations and artists.  
 
Creative Space Planning and Facilities grants support the planning or pre-planning 
for the development or acquisition of arts facilities; or capital improvements to 
address emergency situations, improve the capacity of the creative space, and/or to 
have significant positive effect on audience accessibility, comfort, and enjoyment. 
 
Panel Composition  
The three-member peer review panel convened on January 27, 2022 to rank the 
CRSP applications according to the stated review criteria in the published CRSP 
2021-2022 guidelines.  
 
The strength of the panelists’ expertise is in architecture, affordable housing, facilities 
management, community engagement, and real estate experience. Demographics 
include one African American woman, one South East Asian woman, and one trans 
man. 
 
FY20-21 CRSP Funding Recommendations 
13 grant applications were received requesting a total of $707,500. 
 
The panelists reviewed 12 CRSP applications according to the stated review criteria. 
One applicant was deemed ineligible for not having a long-term lease at the time of 
application. CRSP Funding recommendations include 5 applicants for a total of 
$300,000.  
 
Successful planning proposals included funding for feasibility studies and 
collaborative space planning for mission-aligned organizations that strongly 
demonstrated meeting SFAC’s equity goals, as well as capital campaign support.   
Facilities improvement proposals include support for FF&E for a performing arts 
space in the Mission. 
 
The applicants that did not score well were unable to clearly articulate how the 
project benefited and engaged marginalized communities. 
 
Attachments 
Attachments to this memo include the list of CRSP applicants recommended for 
funding with project descriptions and panelist biographies. 
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